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CHAPTER ONE 
Sapphire Earrings 

 
She glanced at her watch. Good. You don’t want to be among the first at these abominable seminars, 

and you don’t want to be last. You get the best attention when you’re next-to-last. That’s why she was 
wearing her sapphire earrings and this powder-blue suit with the lace cami that set off her cleavage. It 
never failed to knock ‘em dead. 

She pulled into valet parking and gathered her briefcase off the seat beside her. Talk about knocked 
dead; as she swung her legs out and stood up, the world’s most magnificent valet smiled as he held her 
door. Blond, the whitest teeth she’d ever seen, and built like an Olympic gymnast. Maybe he was an 
Olympic gymnast. 

“The investment workshop in the Pollard Room?” he asked. 
“Yes.” 
“You’re going to die.” 
Now that was a line you don’t hear every day. 
He continued, “A lot of conventions come to the Crosley Ranch here. I see these guys at their 

seminars a couple times a year. Windbags going on about amortization and unencumbered property, and 
your brain slips into neutral. Then someone mentions fiduciary, and they drop like flies.” 

She laughed, making sure it wasn’t a giggle. Most guys don’t like giggles. “The way you talk about 
finance makes me think about switching careers.” 

“By all means do it. You’ll make much better money as a movie star, and you won’t have to fear 
fiduciary.” 

“Thank you.” This guy was good. Most people in Arizona, she figured, would be suntanned. But. “You, 
uh, have a gorgeous tan. All over?” 

He purred, “All over.” His voice rose. “Say, if by rare chance you manage to survive until five, may I 
buy you a drink?” 

Her body tingled in places. She loved when that happened. “Sure!” 
 
“Sure!” Gretchen Wiemer lifted the top off her Extraburger as to her right, Joe Rodriguez lifted the top 

off his and extended it toward her. She picked the pickle slices off his sandwich and put them on hers. 
“Thank you.” 

“Ye may have mine as well.” Across from her, Tom Flaherty offered his sandwich. 
“You sure? I know Joe doesn’t go for dills, but you do.” 
“Milady, I will do anything to charm a beautiful woman.”  
“Anything under ten dollars,” Joe amended. 
Hey, why not? It wasn’t like Tommy had to or anything. She took the proffered pickles. “Thank you.” 

She loved dills, and they gave her Extraburger a nice crunch. “You Homicide guys are going to have your 
work cut out for you on this one. No I D, no nothing. Just a naked body dumped on Camelback Mountain. 
Incidentally, the prints are in the pipe, but Chet’s been abysmally slow lately. It could be awhile.” 

“Busy time of year.” Joe leaned way forward to take a bite; Extraburgers drip a lot. 
“And she’s no doubt from out of town.” Tommy sipped the first of his two cokes. “No suntan at all, not 

even a lighter-coloured wrist where a watch would be.” 
“You don’t have any tan either,” she said accusingly, “and you’ve been here in Phoenix how many 

years?” 
“Tanning is for the lower classes. We Irish excel without the need to tan.” Tommy blotted the corners 

of his mouth. 
Oh, sure. “Well, apparently so did she.” 
Joe asked, “Any word yet on the bruising?” 
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She paused to consume some Extraburger and dip a fry in the salsa. “That new medical examiner; 
what’s her name?” 

“Ming Liu Hewitt.” 
“Why can I never remember that? I hadn’t gotten there yet when they collected the body, so I didn’t 

see. She says every bruise represents a broken bone. Every one. And there are some breaks that did not 
bruise.” She paused. She still had a really hard time with this. “As far as the ME can tell, the breaks 
occurred premortem or paramortem.” 

Joe froze, staring at her. 
Tommy was staring too, looking dumbstruck. “Any preliminary guess as to cause of death?” 
“Haven’t heard.” Gretchen cleared her throat. Change the subject, Wiemer. “You two always ask me 

what my lady’s eye sees. Her sapphire earrings are genuine; ballpark value, maybe eight hundred to a 
thousand. Manicure and pedicure, hundred and fifty to two hundred. The hair; I couldn’t guess, but 
expensive. Very expensive. And no manual labour. At all, not even gardening.” She gestured with a hand 
across her Extraburger with fries and a drink, “Unlike me, she’s an expensive date. Alcohol on board, and 
hard to tell, but we think possibly her last meal was at the Crosley, their medallions of pork tenderloin with 
shallots; Crosley’s the only place that offers that combo, and shallots are slow to digest. Forty-five bucks 
plus booze.” 

“Eight hundred to a thousand, why did her murderer not take the earrings? Even hocked, tis some 
nice pocket change.” Tommy dipped a fry into the salsa. “Manicure and pedicure, so she probably wears 
sandals and open-toed shoes a lot, aye?” 

“Possibly. Speaking of feet, her toes are very close together, almost hammertoe. That usually 
happens to women’s feet if they’re in heels all the time.”  

Joe was nodding. “Any guess as to occupation?”  
Gretchen thought about that a moment. “Not a teacher; teachers don’t put hundreds into their nails. 

Not an academic; they’re wacky sometimes, but relatively conservative, as a rule; her hair and nails are 
not. If she’s a corporate wonk, probably middle management; she’s too young to have made it to the top 
yet; or she’s in the financial industry, or possibly law, but law’s usually conservative too.”  

Joe looked thoughtful as he chewed. Then, “If she’s from out of town and she’s corporate or finance, 
why would she come to Phoenix?” 

“Business would be the best bet. So it may behoove us to see what conventions are in town and 
whether she rings a bell anywhere. Thank ye, Gretch. Y’re a gem.” Tommy stuffed the last of his burger 
into his mouth. 

Gretchen worked on her lunch and inwardly pouted, yet again. These guys were all over town 
interviewing, investigating, poking their noses here and there, enjoying fresh air and sunshine—especially 
Joe, who drove a convertible sports car and rarely wore a hat. And she, the faithful forensics lab slave, 
sat in a windowless basement room playing with teeny tiny samples, ninety-nine percent of which would 
prove fruitless.  

“Sex?” Tommy put his empty cup aside and picked up the other one. 
“Gee, I’d love to, but I had some just last week.” 
Joe grinned.  
At least someone appreciated her. She answered Tommy’s real question. “The ME’s best guess, 

within an hour or two of her death. No condom. And subjected to some rough stuff.” 
“Well.” Tommy began gathering up the detritus from his meal. “That certainly narrows it down. Jose, I 

think I’d like to tackle the convention bureau to see who’s in town, and then I’ll get onto the Crosley angle, 
unless ye have another suggestion. Gretch, ye wouldn’t happen to have a photo of the earrings.” 

“It happens I do. Also of her hands; the nail job is attention-getting.” She dug around in her purse, 
smug that she’d made two copies of each photo, one for each of them. She passed them out. 

“Thank you.” Joe pocketed his. “And I was going to go up to the site on Camelback and see what I 
can see.” 
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Gretchen bobbed her head. “I asked them to keep it roped off until you looked at it.” 
“I appreciate it.”  
They parted company, stuffing their trash in the receptacle on their way out the door. Gretchen got 

her prelim, two copies, off her back seat and gave them to the lads.  
Their computer miracle-worker, Henrietta Nieswonger, was raising the cry that the switch from 1999 

to 2000, just a few years away, was going to totally destroy their computer system. Would Gretchen be 
handwriting her reports one day? Maybe with carbon paper…. 

“Ta ta.” Tommy folded up like a Japanese fan and wedged his six-feet-almost-one frame down behind 
the wheel of his Kelly green VW beetle, and Joe settled into his beloved dark-forest-green MG Midget. 
She crawled into her garden-variety grey Toyota and twisted the key. It sputtered and coughed, 
threatened to quit, and then caught on. She goosed it a little to clear its throat. 

Joe climbed out of his car. “Pop the hood.” 
She did so. Joe raised her hood and disappeared beyond it. The engine revved a couple times 

although she had not touched the accelerator, then settled back to its usual hum. 
Joe lowered the hood and clicked it in place. “Bring it over Saturday morning. I think I can tune it a 

little, get rid of its hiccups.” 
“Okay, thanks.” She watched him get back in his car. When she was a little girl, she was horse crazy, 

just like most of the other girls in her neighbourhood. She outgrew it, especially when she went to horse 
camp at age fifteen and found out how much brute work it takes to keep a horse, every single day, 
whether you ride it or not. But Joe, just as car crazy as she had been horse nuts, never outgrew it. He 
even had a grease pit and engine hoist in his garage, with which he serviced Tommy’s bug, her Toyota, 
and his family’s vehicles. 

She wondered if he was still writing regularly to that girl in Ireland. He and Tommy’s little cousin 
Bridgid seemed really serious about each other, but six thousand miles (great circle distance; farther if 
you go through New York City) does put a crimp in a romance. Tommy said she was cute. Cute, for pete 
sake. Men have no idea how to describe a woman to a person who has never met her. She drove into the 
back lot, parked, and wandered down the forensics lab stairwell. It’s off to work we go. 

 
 
“That guy’s amazing,” Joe’s boss was fond of saying. “He can track a soaring eagle back to the egg it 

hatched from.” Joe smiled to himself. Jerry Hocks was a man of the city street and anything suburban, let 
alone rural, mystified him. Joe was equally at home in downtown Phoenix or out on the desert eighty 
miles from the nearest Golden Arch. Therefore Jerry automatically sent Joe out on anything that remotely 
whiffed of ex-urban, and for that Joe rejoiced. Jerry had put Tom and him on this one because it involved 
Camelback Mountain, which lies in the heart of the Phoenix megalopolis but looks kind of rural-ish, with 
actual desert blanketing its flanks. 

 Jerry was the boss who had called Joe up from among the uniformed horde, and he had put Joe into 
the homicide division. In a way, Joe owed the world to Jerry. 

He climbed out of his Midget, tossed his jacket in the trunk, and walked up to the yellow police tape 
marking where the body had been found, a hundred feet off the main track. As he approached, a young 
woman uniformed officer got up from under a beach umbrella and came toward him, hand raised, palm 
out. She even got out “Sorry, sir, but no one—” before he could flip his badge case open. 

“Joe Rodriguez.” He started to put his shield away, but she wiggled a finger. He held it out.  
She peered at it closely; “Lieutenant,” and scowled. “My sergeant told me to wait for some fellow who 

was good at tracking. An Indian. He didn’t say what to do if someone else official came.” 
“I’m probably the one he’s talking about.” 
She stepped back, apparently not at all convinced. “I wouldn’t have pictured an Indian tracker in a 

dress shirt and tie, sir.” 
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“I’ll take off the tie if I find something worth looking further.” He smiled. “Actually, that sounds like a 
good idea now.” He yanked off his clip-on. “May I?” And without her permission he tossed it under her 
umbrella behind the pole, unbuttoned his collar, and rolled up his sleeves. 

From the myriad footprints he saw exactly where the victim had been tossed, behind a creosote bush. 
According to the medical examiner, the victim had been subjected to extensive severe bruising but almost 
no bleeding, Gretchen’s report said. Yes, Gretchen had her preliminary completed and in his hands 
already. She was probably on the second or third page of a supplemental by now. It seemed like all she 
had to do was wave a wand or something and some genie instantly produced her paperwork for her. 

Jerry was constantly on Joe’s back for failing to file his paperwork in a timely manner. With 
justification. Joe had no access to genies. 

And broken bones. Many broken bones. He couldn’t wrap his head around that. 
The immediate site was trampled past reading. Did any of the fur-and-fibre-folk wander off at all? Yes, 

here were small, firm tracks headed out across the talus; Joe would guess from the shoe size and body 
weight that it was Doug Hakamura. Probable-Doug stopped. Knelt. What had he noticed? A smooth, 
shallow indent suggested he had picked up a stone. Joe got out his notebook and jotted himself a note to 
ask Doug what it was. He followed probable-Doug’s trail as it completed circling the area and ended back 
at the melange.  

Joe stepped outside the tape and began a larger circle, looking more closely, looking for tracks less 
obvious than Doug’s. A third of the way around, a large man in running shoes had passed quite recently, 
angling up and out toward the praying monk. His gait seemed somewhat uncertain, as if he hesitated now 
and then. The tracks led down into a small drainage and over to that abandoned dirt road on the camel’s 
north shoulder.  

Joe walked up the road a hundred yards because the tracks he was following did. Then he turned 
around and walked down the road two hundred yards because the tracks did. Here were tire marks plain 
enough that Joe could read the make and probably the model. Toyo’s Open Country, with its bumpy tread 
pattern. Expensive tires. And here at last was a footprint clear enough to determine the brand; Nikes. He 
didn’t recognise the sole pattern, but it wasn’t the cheapest model, which was the shoe that Joe always 
bought. 

He paused to admire the view out across the rapidly-spreading megalopolis north of the mountain. 
What would Bridgid think of this? She grew up in Ireland knowing nothing but rain, moss, and greenery. 
Southern Arizona was so totally unlike anything she had ever seen. Bridgid. There he went again. A 
month ago, she popped into his head every now and then, but lately, it was becoming increasingly difficult 
to rein in his wandering thoughts of her. Mooning, is what he was doing, as in lovesick mooning. And that 
was sick. She just turned eighteen, thirteen years his junior. Sick. 

Back to work. He had choices here. Should he return to his midget to use the mobile radio-phone in 
its canvas bag? When the operations manager insisted he install it in his car, he balked. Now he would 
have to admit that it could possibly come in handy. Or he could exercise this big black cell phone with 
which they also insisted he burden himself, and just phone. He flipped it open and punched in the lab 
number, then Gretchen’s extension. Good; it connected.  

“Wiemer.” 
“I tracked a male in expensive running shoes walking hurriedly from the site westward to that 

abandoned road on the camel’s shoulder. He was returning to an off-road vehicle; even had a little trouble 
finding it. I am standing where he parked. When the vehicle arrived here, he got out, staggered around a 
little, and headed toward the site carrying a heavy load. I’ll follow those tracks now and I assume they’ll 
take me back to the site. I thought you might want to come look around where the vehicle was parked.” 

“What’s the temp out there?” 
“I don’t know. High seventies? Not bad.” 
“You up high enough for a view?” 
“I’m gazing out across Moon Valley to Pinnacle Peak.” 
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“And I am gazing at a grey cement block wall four feet from my nose. I’ll be there in twenty minutes.” 
She paused. “Where will I be?” 

“I’ll meet you at the site.” 
She hung up before he could say goodbye. 
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2 Tapas and Ale 
 
Joe was still thirsty. He really ought to start wearing a hat, at least when he was out in the sun for 

hours at a time. This was the English half of him speaking, with the Englishmen’s penchant for headwear. 
The Yaqui half of him strongly disliked hats, though, especially wide-brimmed hats. Good thing he wasn’t 
in the highway patrol, with their campaign brush-cutters. He took another deep swill from his second 
bottle of water. 

 Four people were crowded under the umbrella the uniformed officer—her name was Meghan 
Walters—had set up, and that was two people too many. No matter; it was the only shade available, and 
it would do.  

Doug Hakamura studied his own water bottle. “Silly, in a way. I figured you’d be coming out here; 
should have just left it for the expert. I pick up a stone, just a stone, of which there are several billion 
exactly like it up here, and you can read that from the tracks.” Doug wagged his head at Joe. “The stone 
had a blood drop on it. I ran the test; it’s probably the victim’s.”  

Gretchen snorted. “Tommy says Joe can track fish in Canyon Lake. But I don’t believe Tommy 
anyway. So the murderer drove up that obscure road, toted the dead body to this site, and almost got lost 
returning to his vehicle. Not too outdoorsy.” 

Meghan waved an arm downhill. “That’s not the half of it. There’s the main hiking trail to the top of the 
mountain, right over there. See it? He carried it all that distance trying to hide it and dumped it in plain 
sight of a major park trail. Hikers found it at first light.” 

Joe tossed all this about in his mind a moment. “For starters, we don’t know that’s the murderer, 
although it’s highly likely he is. He tried to dispose of the corpse, but that doesn’t mean he created the 
corpse. And Doug, I started my circle out farther, so I would have missed the stone. Thanks for finding it. 
So what do we know?” 

Gretchen mused, “Other than that he’s a nincompoop? Knows diddly squat about anything unpaved. 
In fairly good shape to haul a hundred and twenty pounds nearly a quarter of a mile. Has lots of money. 
And for all his deep pockets, you wouldn’t want to date him.” 

Meghan laughed out loud. She looked from Gretchen to Doug to Joe. “Are you guys always like this?” 
Doug shook his head. “Usually, they’re wackier. This is sedate. Add to that, he’s a lousy driver. Took 

him four back-and-forths to get turned around to head back down. Probably with four-wheel drive, too. My 
kid can do that well. He’s eleven.” 

Joe smiled. The smile failed. “Bones and bruises. Can you tell us anything about them?” 
Doug wagged his head. “The ME has brought in a forensic anthropologist. She’s a professor at ASU’s 

medical center, specializes in determining the identity of remains found any time from twenty minutes ago 
to twenty thousand years ago. Interesting occupation.” 

Forensic anthropologist. Joe had no idea what that job entailed. “Contract consultant?” 
“Yeah. We don’t need her often, but this time we do.” 
Squeezed in tight beside him, Gretchen gazed wistfully out toward Pinnacle Peak. “If the job’s really 

gnarly, like this one is, it’s apparently good to just call in the anthropologist at the get-go. But no one 
realised at the time that we’d need her.” 

Meghan asked, “Are you done here now?”  
“Yes. You can roll up your tape and go home. I’ll call your super.” Joe stood up. In fact, he could do 

that on his new radio-phone. 
Gretchen stood as well and gave Meghan a hand up. “We’re grateful for your service. Thank you.” 
Meghan grinned. “Hey, thank you. This was a big step up from Talking Car. In fact, I enjoyed it. Good 

luck, you guys.” 
Doug and Gretchen headed back down and Joe held Meghan’s shade umbrella aside while she 

gathered up a striped ground cloth. Together they struck the umbrella. 
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“Oh, nuts! That’s their cooler.” Meghan dipped her head toward a red ice chest. 
Joe smiled. “I’ll drop it off for them; I know where they live.” His only problem now was figuring out 

what to put in it that would scare the willies out of the first one to open it. “Do you have contact info on the 
hikers who reported the body?” 

“No, sir, sorry. I’ve only been on a couple months. I still do this kind of thing. Sit on it after everyone 
else has worked on it. One of the officers who responded is a Kyle MacPherson.”  

“Your tone of voice suggests you’re disparaging your role. Don’t. Often we have to return to a site, as 
we did today, and you kept it clean for us. Thank you.” 

She looked at him oddly. “You’re welcome. Later.” She tucked her umbrella and gear under her arm 
and headed out toward the main trail. Joe dumped the cooler and carried it down to his car. An MG trunk 
being the size it is, he bungeed the cooler onto the luggage rack on his trunk lid. He made the call to her 
supervisor, spent another half hour tracking the mystery vehicle from where it left the paved road up to 
the site on the abandoned road where it stopped, found nothing, drove back to the office, for he could 
think of nothing else to do,  

Traffic was light. He drove with the front of his mind and mulled the case with the back of it. Bruises. 
Broken bones. Many bruises and broken bones. Forensic anthropologists. Hmph. He strongly disliked 
outside consultants. More often than not, they muddied a case more than they helped. To build a solid 
court case you have to follow certain legal protocols exactly, and few were the consultants who bothered 
with legal-schmegal. College professors were especially egregious in their independence. 

At the beehive that was the department, he parked and jogged up the two floors to the Vulture’s 
Roost, which outsiders would call Homicide. It satisfied him that at last he could jog that staircase again 
without getting winded. Lack of regular exercise lately had turned him into the prince of flab. 

Half a dozen yellow While You Were Out notes were tossed on his desk, and one of them was from 
Kyle MacPherson. He picked up the phone and punched a number. 

“Police depar—Oh, hi, Joe.” Sammy.  
“How’s your son doing with his new job?” 
“He loves it. Right now he’s schlepping scenery for the upcoming ballet production, can you believe 

it? At home he won’t even move the coffee table.” 
“Yeah. Rico’s that way, too. A patrol officer, Kyle MacPherson.” 
“I’ll ring his car phone. How old’s Gloria now? I lose track.” 
“Seven, going on seventeen. Eight in a week or so.” Joe didn’t have to wait too long. 
“MacPherson.” Low, rumbly baritone. 
“Joe Rodriguez in Homicide. We’re on your Camelback cutie. I’d like to talk to you. Hey, I hear traffic. 

I’ll call you back when you’re off the road.” 
“I’m parked, just waiting for the next catastrophe so I can save the world. Can we meet somewhere?” 
“Chico’s Rincon? I’ll buy you a drink and pick your brain.” 
“Slim pickings, but I’m game. Sure.” 
Joe parked behind the restaurant in the employee lot, a privilege reserved for his cousin Chico and 

him, the co-owners. He greeted Lupe, (more formally Guadelupe, or Lupita, but she usually spelled it 
Loopy so everyone could pronounce it), who was the manager, and the cooks and wait staff that passed 
through, then stood by the front door until the cruiser pulled in. 

The name MacPherson suggests a Scots heritage. Kyle MacPherson was a good six-feet-three or 
four, well muscled, and black, almost blue-black. 

As the officer approached, Joe stepped forward and extended his hand. 
MacPherson grinned and shook. “I recognize you; they interviewed you on the six o’clock news when 

you guys got the conviction in the Ringgardner thing. That case musta broke when I was in high school.” 
Joe led the way inside. “Close. We were trying to nail the guy for over four years.” He smiled at 

Janice, the hostess. “Seventeen or twenty-eight?”  
She smiled back; “Twenty-eight is open;” scooped up the menus, and led them to the corner.  
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Joe liked this booth. It was secluded and peaceful, even when the place was crowded. He slid in as 
MacPherson sat down across from him.  

Their server showed up instantly with chips and dip.  
“I’d like to try that IPA Lupe keeps boasting about. Kyle? Whatever you like.” 
“This place has great margaritas.” Kyle looked at their server. “Classic, crushed, with salt.” 
“Thank you.” And away she went. 
Kyle unpinned his badge and slipped it into his breast pocket. “So you come here a lot if you know the 

booths by number.” 
“Part owner, which is why I suggested it. We get to eat and drink for free.” 
Kyle grinned. “That’s good news. So you’re saying when I make lieutenant, I’ll be able to buy a 

restaurant.” 
“It helps if you sell your mother’s house first and invest the proceeds in your cousin’s newest attempt 

to become wealthy. Then buy some more stock later. I’ll warn you, though, it’s risky if your cousin has a 
history of picking injudicious get-rich projects.” 

They chatted, nothing weighty. Kyle was fumbling around in a back pocket as their drinks arrived. Joe 
sipped his ale. Hoppy, robust flavor, a little heavy to be popular in spring or summer but perfect for 
autumn and winter. Lupe had chosen well.  

Kyle copied from one notebook page to another. “These are the hikers who found the body. Two are 
local and the other two are in-laws from out of town. They were going to leave Sunday, but they promised 
to stay around until you guys can talk to them.” He ripped out the page and passed it across the table.  

“Thank you.” Joe glanced at it. “Scottsdale and Ohio. And this six-fifteen is when they found it, or 
when they reported it?” 

“Estimated time they found it. It really flustered them. The locals were aghast, and the out-of-towners 
took it in stride. After all, people die in the desert all the time. Not that they expected it, they said, but, 
well, you know. Wilderness. Death….” 

Joe smiled. “You put your life in your hands when you visit Arizona.” 
“So how come the travel brochures never mention that? The younger couple posted the father-in-law 

on the trail near the body and hustled out to call us. None of them had a car phone, but they borrowed a 
cell phone from another hiking party that had just pulled in. They said no one went up the trail besides 
them.” 

“And the parking lot was otherwise empty.” 
Kyle nodded. “Oh, yeah.” He got out his notebook again. “I took down both license numbers, the 

people who found the body and the people who loaned the phone.” He jotted them down and handed 
them over. He sipped his margarita a moment. “I ran them both. Legit. They’re in my preliminary, too. You 
know, just because there were no vehicles in that lot doesn’t mean someone wasn’t on the trail. I think 
you can get to the top from the other side, right?” 

“Or from the praying monk. There are a lot of old, unused trails all over the mountain. However, we 
saw where a vehicle drove up an unmaintained road on the camel’s shoulder. We found where the driver 
got out and carried the body to where you found it.” He flagged their server. “¿Tapas, por favor?” 

“Claro.” She grinned and went on. 
Kyle scowled. “Why not leave it near that road if no one goes there?” 
“Exactly. Can you offer anything?” 
Kyle wagged his head. “My partner and I arrived at six-twenty-seven, interviewed the hikers briefly, 

and went up to where the old man was waiting near the body. He said he had not approached it or 
touched anything. When other officers arrived at the parking lot about six-fifty-five, the hiking parties were 
still there, as I requested. The forensics lab people came not long after; forget when; it’s in my notes; and 
roped it off. And the new ME; Dr. Hewitt.”  

“There is a forensic anthropologist on the case, an ASU prof. Did she come?” 
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“No. But Dr. Hewitt talked about bringing an anthropologist in. Never heard of it before. The only 
anthropologists I ever knew worked on Indian ruins or something; people dead for centuries. What do 
they do?” 

Joe shrugged. “I haven’t a clue. I guess we’ll see. How did the victim appear?” 
“Lots of bruises all over. I moved in close enough to determine death officially—I mean, you could 

look at her and know she was dead, but I went through the motions—and then backed out. Interesting 
hair, kind of elegant. Even an elegant colour, sort of. Blonde, but it didn’t look bleached. Sort of a dark 
honey blonde, almost red but not quite.” The man laughed. “How would I know what elegant looks like?” 
He sobered. “And those bruises all over. The ones on her lower body were purple and the ones near the 
head a sort of whitish green. And the only thing she was wearing was earrings. Blue sparklies.” 

“Worth about a grand, according to one estimate.” 
Kyle’s mouth dropped open and closed again. “Not a hostess gift I’d be bringing to a party.” 
 “When you arrived, did you see anything else of note, or out of the ordinary?” 
“Out of the ordinary other than a dead blonde? No. We surveyed the scene; my preliminary report is 

on file.” 
“So you have genies too. Would you email me a copy?” 
“Sure. Genies?” 
“A colleague generates reports instantaneously and I’m convinced it’s done by her personal genie.” 

Joe wrote his email address on the back of a card and handed it to Kyle. 
“May I ask a question?” Kyle looked at him. “Why don’t you put your email address on the front with 

the other contact info?” 
Joe smiled. “Partly paranoia; mostly, I don’t want my inbox cluttered up more than it is now.” 
Kyle cleared his throat. “Meghan Walters was on when you arrived at the site, right?” 
“Right.” How would he know that?  
He answered the question without being asked. “She called me a while ago. In a spirit of full 

disclosure, Lieutenant, Meghan and I are an item. We met in criminology, but we figured if we both end 
up on the same force, we shouldn’t get too serious.” He shrugged. “Then we got serious. Thinking of 
marrying maybe next spring when I have my year in. And as luck would have it, here we are at the same 
station on the same shift.” 

“Congratulations in advance. She’s a bright young woman.” 
Here came the tapas. They had arranged a large sampler that included some of Joe’s favourite stuff. 

She set it down along with plates, napkins, and forks. 
“Gorgeous. Thank you!” He picked up a plate and napkin and chose one of the shrimp-on-baguette 

ones. 
Carefully, almost warily, Kyle delicately lifted a bacon-wrapped sausage, examined it from three 

angles, and took a bite. Instantly he picked up a second and put it on his plate. “I’ve been thinking about 
out of the ordinary, as you said. I don’t know how heavy this weighs. The younger couple, the daughter 
and son-in-law. I assume you’ll interview them.” 

Joe nodded as he picked up another shrimp goody. Those stuffed mini-buns were good, too. 
“I didn’t do an interview exactly, like the way you guys do, but I got as many particulars as I could. 

The older couple, the man’s in-laws, arrived two weeks ago. They were doing the touristy stuff; drove up 
to the Canyon for a day, went to the zoo. The young woman works in an insurance company, some kind 
of adjuster, and her husband is a valet at a major resort. He claims it sounds like a dull job, but it’s 
lucrative.” 

“Does he sound envious? For example that his wife is making more than he is?” 
Kyle mulled this a moment. “No, I’d guess not really, but I could be wrong. In fact, he called his 

workplace ‘a resort.’ No name. His wife seemed proud of him; said, ‘You know, the Crosley Ranch.’” He 
mulled a bit more. “Some of it might be show for the in-laws, who were right there listening; ‘look Ma, 
we’re so successful.’” 
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“Good obs. I’ll interview them separately.” 
Kyle took his next-to-last sip of margarita. “The young couple. You know, the young woman, she 

acted like what I’d call normal if you just saw your first crime victim, know what I mean? But he acted, I 
don’t know, strange. Like he was horrified but also terrified. Almost as if he knew her. Not what I’d call a 
normal response, but I can’t really explain it. Y’ know?” 

“Actually, I think I understand. Did you make any comments to that effect; that would suggest to him 
you noticed this odd behavior?” 

“No, I just kept jotting notes; asked them to spell some things, like ‘Cuyahoga.’ The parents are from 
around Cleveland.” He tasted the salmon-on-a-tiny-bun one and smiled. “Thank you, Lieutenant. These 
things are pretty darn good.” 

“Let’s make a deal. I’ll call you Kyle if you’ll call me Joe. Or would you rather use a less formal name 
than Kyle?” 

“Works for me.” 
They chatted another twenty minutes. Joe ran out of things to ask, but then Kyle was a good 

interviewee, expanding on points when he could. He was good at reading people, too. Give him a couple 
years and he’d be another Tommy Flaherty, able to extract confessions from inanimate objects. 

A third of the tapas were still there, so Joe asked for a box as he finished his ale. 
“Can I get the tip, Joe?” 
“Taken care of, but thank you. Our chat was very productive for me. Take the tapas with you; I’m 

going home to a big dinner with five kids and a nanny.” 
Kyle chuckled. “If your five kids are like my brothers, you ought to take the tapas; you won’t get much 

at the table.” He stood up, but he kept the doggy box. “Sometime I’d like to hear what you think about the 
younger couple. She’s beautiful and petite; looks almost too fragile to hike Camelback…” 

That’s exactly what Bridgid looks like, and she can lift hippopotami. 
“…And her husband looks like he ought to be a lifeguard; you know, a Nordic god sort. Thor, who 

parks cars when he’s not slinging lightning bolts. He has this deep tan, and I’d almost bet that there’s 
nothing pale on him anywhere at all.”  
 


